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News from Bemz – makers of designer covers 

Quintessential British design 
added to the Bemz collection: 
Stocksund 

More high-resolution images from Bemz here. 
June 2015 - Bemz, the company known for its fabulous range of covers for IKEA furniture, 
have added the classic-styled Ikea Stocksund range of furniture to its collection of quality 
slipcovers and home textile products. 
Reminiscent of quintessential British design with its roll arms and spindle legs, the 
Stocksund is a welcome addition to the range of covers at Bemz, where covers for the 2-
seater and 3-seater sofa, the armchair, footstool and storage bench are now available in 
250 different fabrics. The Stocksund sofa and armchair covers also come with armrest 
protectors which add to the range’s classic and elegant look while extending the life of the 
covers. 

http://www.bemz.com/en-gb/press-room/image-bank-/
http://www.bemz.com/en-gb/
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Create a contrasting look by marrying the Stocksund’s vintage, traditional design with 
slipcovers from Bemz in a smart, modern textile like Ivy Panama Cotton. Or pair it with a 
sophisticated and refined cover choice, like Eggshell Blue Bolster Stripe, to heighten the 
Stocksund’s graceful, rounded style. 
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Ends 

Notes to Editors: 
Caption information for images: 
Top Image: 
Bemz cover for Stocksund in Eggshell Blue Bolster Stripe, £379. Bemz cover for 
Stocksund armchair in Mineral Blue/Soft White Stockholm Stripe, £249. Bemz Loose Fit 
Country cover for the Tullsta armchair in Cobalt Brera Fino by Designers Guild, £269. 
Bemz cushion covers in Duck Egg Brera Lino linen by Designers Guild (£45) and 
Mandarin Orange/Soft White Gotland Stripe (£19). 

Middle Image: 
Bemz cover for the Stocksund 3-seater sofa in Steel Blue Panama Cotton, £269. Bemz 
cover for the Stocksund 2-seater sofa in Ivy Panama Cotton, £239. Bemz cover for the 
Stocksund armchair in Verdigris Brera Lino linen by Designers Guild, £329. Bemz cover for 
the Stocksund footstool in Duck Egg Brera Lino linen by Designers Guild, £159. Bemz 
cover for the Stocksund bench in Betula Zinc Grey, £129. 

Bottom image left: 
Bemz cover for the Stocksund armchair in Duck Egg Brera Lino linen by Designers Guild, 
£329. Bemz cover for the Stocksund armchair in Light Denim Blue True Rose, £239. Bemz 
cushion covers in Ivy Panama Cotton and Tea Green Panama Cotton, £15 each. 

Bottom image right:  
Bemz cover for the Stocksund 3-seater sofa in Steel Blue Panama Cotton, £269. Bemz 
cushion covers in Indigo Brera Lino linen by Designers Guild, £35. 

For more information, fabric samples or to borrow covers, please contact:  
Christina Bhachu, Bemz: 0796 621 6363, christie@bemz.com 

Customer service from the UK: 0800-048 84 04 (Toll Free) 

High resolution images from Bemz available here. 

About Bemz  
Bemz is a Swedish design company that produces tailor-made covers for IKEA furniture 
and other home textile products. The company was founded in 2005 by Lesley 
Pennington. The Bemz brand philosophy is deeply rooted in Scandinavian design history. 
Bemz fabrics are specially selected for their high quality, natural materials and all Bemz 
textiles are machine washable. With a business idea based on extending the life of IKEA 
furniture, Bemz environmental commitment is significant. Furthermore, Bemz eliminates 
overproduction by only manufacturing what customers have ordered and all production 
takes place in Europe, its biggest market. In December 2009, Bemz opened a store at 
Odengatan 22, in Stockholm - a shop and showroom in one.  
More facts and figures on Bemz are available here.

mailto:christie@bemz.com?subject=
http://www.bemz.com/en-gb/press-room/image-bank-/
http://www.bemz.com/Global/Press%20Images/image%20bank%202/AboutBemz_UK_2015_ii.pdf

